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Sdlg Wheel Loader LG953

Main parameters:
Operating weight:16800kg
Bucket capacity :2.8m3
Loading capacity:5000kg
Main configuration:
* Equipped with Euro III engine. 162Kw

Advantages of Sdlg Wheel Loader LG953

LG953 is a suitable for handling bulk materials and hard materials in the long-wheelbase
loaders, moderate overall wheelbase, breakout force, small turning radius, reload and
flexibility both. Wide operating range, applicability, widely used in gravel plants, ports,
construction sites, mines and other occasions.

* Configuration electrically controlled three-phase emission engine, powerful, high
reliability; with fault detection interface, can facilitate the achievement and maintenance
of the engine is detected.

* Configure temporary workers planetary gearbox, front stalls second after a simple
operation. Configure temporary workers reinforced drive axle, high reliability.

* Before adopting reinforced, rear frame, load distribution is reasonable, strong bearing
capacity, good stability.

* The use of steel cab, wide vision. Cab optimized layout, more room for maneuver

* The use of temporary workers independently developed stepping dashboards, real-time
monitoring of the whole operation, human-computer interaction is good.

* Load sensing hydraulic steering system, mechanical manipulation, simple operation
and reliable performance. Optimize and improve the hydraulic piping sealing structure,
so that the sealing machine hydraulic system reliability is further improved.

* Design for the Optimization breakout force, filled with high coefficient; trapezoidal
bucket wears steel plate surgeon, thicker bottom wear plate design, low insertion
resistance, high wear resistance.

SDLG 953 is the most popular model of sdlg wheel loader, equipped with EURO III
engine with the electric injector, new model will have high performance.
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OUR SERVICE
* Warranty: We supply one year warranty for all the machines we exported, during the
warranty, if there is a problem caused by machine quality without improper operation, we
will supply the replace genuine parts by DHL to clients freely to keep the machine in
high-efficiency work.
* Spare Parts: We have 7years experience on the machine and spare parts supplying, we
are efforts to supply Genuine XCMG spare parts with good prices, quick response and
professional service.

Find us for more details
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